
 

Little Samson Timetable cases 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FITTING THE PRESSURE BOARD OR SNAP-ON LEDGES FOR TIMETABLE CARRIER 

PRESSURE BOARD 

1. Insert the 2 mm white plastic board from the bottom of the case so that it fits behind the elongated 

‘second legs’ as illustrated below. Push the board in as far as possible (i.e. to the very top of the case). 

 

2. Using a ruler (or similar) push the tension clips into the case behind the Pressure Board (as illustrated) so 

as to create ‘grips’ at either side for holding your timetable. Two tension clips are supplied for the short 

case (position these halfway up) and four or six for the longer cases. 

 

3. Your timetable needs to be 265-285 mm wide but when sandwiched between the board and the 

‘second legs’ the vision width will be reduced to 260 mm.  Ideally the timetable should be 12 mm or 

more above the bottom edge of the Pressure Board. 

 

4. Insert the clear front panel between the ‘first and second legs’ as indicated; a spring clip in the top 

cap will hold it in place. Screw on the bottom cap. Reverse this procedure to change your timetable. 

 

N.B. The board can double up as a Timetable Carrier. If your purchasing dept. has requested this facility an 

extra spring clip will have been added into the top cap to hold the board in place without using the tension 

clips. Your timetable will need to be stuck to the board; ideally 12mm or more above its bottom edge. 

SNAP-ON LEDGES FOR TIMETABLE CARRIER 
 

If you have been supplied with a Pressure Board you will NOT have Snap-on Ledges.  The ledges are for use 

with our 0.75mm thick Timetable Carrier (to which you can stick or staple your information) or your own 

mounting card, laminated timetable, wallet etc; they will keep the timetable clear of any water in the      

bottom cap and prevent it falling out of the case when the cap is removed. 

 

1. Fit the Snap-on Ledges (either way up) to the two outer protrusions running down the inside of the case 

as illustrated above. Engage one leg in the recess on the right of the protrusion then push over to the 

left until the free leg snaps into the jaws of the cavity. Position the ledges 2-3 mm clear of the bottom 

edge. To remove a ledge prise it forward from behind one of its square edges. 

 

2. Insert the clear front panel between the ‘first and second legs’ as indicated; a spring clip in the top 

cap will hold it in place. 

 

3. Feed in our Timetable Carrier or your own timetable (max. width 285 mm) behind the elongated 

‘second legs’ i.e. taking up the same position as the Pressure Board in the illustration above; ease it 

over the front lips of the Snap-on Ledges and then screw on the bottom cap. Reverse this procedure 

when changing your timetable. 
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